In this paper we analyze a highly professional search setting of patent examiners of the United Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). We gain insight into the search behavior of USPTO patent examiners to explore ways for enhancing query generation in patent searching. We show that query generation is highly patent domain specific and patent examiners follow a strict scheme for generating text queries. Means to enhance query generation in patent search are to suggest synonyms and equivalents, co-occurring terms and keyword phrases to the searchable features of the invention. Further, we show that term networks including synonyms and equivalents can be learned from the query logs for automatic query expansion in patent searching.
Introduction
In preparing a patent application or judging the validity of an applied patent based on novelty and inventiveness, an essential task is searching patent databases for related patents that may invalidate the invention. Patent searching is usually performed by examiners in patent offices and patent searchers in private companies.
There is an increasing need to assist patent searchers in formulating queries, because query formulation is very time-intensive [1, 5, 6 ]. Yet, in the patent domain no sources, such as patent domain specific lexica or thesauri, are available. Actual queries being posed by patent experts could be valuable resources to explore the requirements for supporting patent searchers in query generation. The United Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has stored and published the query logs of the patent examiners. The goal of this paper is to analyze the query logs of the USPTO patent examiners to gain insights into the search behavior and characteristic of patent examiners queries. We first review state-of-the-art techniques for mining query logs. We then describe the nature of the query logs of USPTO patent examiners and analyze them. Following we present lexical term networks learned from the query logs. Finally, we provide conclusions and an outlook on future work.
In several information retrieval applications query logs are being intensively studied. The purpose of all studies is to enhance either effectiveness or efficiency of searching by discovering patterns from query logs of search engines [2] . The main focus is on the analysis of web queries to enhance web searches [7] . Large-scale data sets of web queries, which have been made publicly available, such as AltaVista log or AOL log, have been studied [8] . Predominantly, basic statistics, such as query and term popularity, average query length, or co-occurring terms are used for characterizing the queries. Further specific analysis of the logs, such as distribution of the queries over time, variations of topics over time or distance between repetitions of queries over time, has been carried out. The classification of the queries, particularly through topic popularity, is a further task in mining query logs. The distribution of large-scale data sets across general topics enables to retrieve domain specific characteristics [7, 8] .
Finding query logs in the patent domain has been a difficult task [4] . Private companies and searchers are not interested in making their logs available as these may include terms revealing their current R&D activities. In earlier work we provided initial analyses of query logs of US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) patent examiners. We manually downloaded a limited set (346 log files) for one specific patent domain from the USPTO portal PAIR [10] . Initial results indicated that specialized term networks can be extracted directly from the query logs to complement resources for standard English [9] . In this paper we present a more indepth analysis of this high professional search setting. We collect and analyzed the by now largest corpus of patent query logs to gain insight into query generation behavior as basis for automatic query expansion.
3
Query Logs of the USPTO Wrapper is of concern to us here. This folder can contain one or several query log files. Each query log of the USPTO is a PDF file consisting of a series of queries. Figure 1 shows an example, particularly an extract of four text queries of such a query log. Each query has several elements. We focus on the search query element showing the query formulated by the patent examiner. Further elements are reference, hits, database(s), default operator, plurals, and time stamp.
